Reflexive and Intensive Pronouns

Circle the pronoun in each sentence. Then write reflexive or intensive on the line to tell what type of pronoun it is.

1. My mother gave us the bad news herself. ______________________
2. We left early to give ourselves enough time to sit in traffic. ________________
3. Help yourself to a cookie. __________________________
4. The dog managed to get himself out of the yard. ______________________
5. The star himself directed the movie. ______________________
6. She treated herself to a cup of coffee and a scone. ______________________
7. By the time I was three I could tie my shoes myself. ____________________
8. We decided to give ourselves the day off. ____________________________
9. Kim read the directions herself. ____________________________
10. Miss Jenkins herself was hoping we would have a snow day. ________________
11. Liam bought himself a ticket to the movie. ______________________
12. Did you bring yourself a lunch? __________________________
13. Do you think that Cady made that poster herself? ________________